Dr. Rex
PROWESS
COORDINATION
STRENGTH
INTELLECT
AWARENESS
WILLPOWER

6
4
8
9
6
6

STAMINA

14

SPECIALTIES
Computers
Languages
Medicine
Science - Anthropology
POWERS
Extra Body Part– Tail 1
• Fast Attack – 2 attacks per panel
Invulnerability 3
Regeneration 5
Resistance – Mental Attacks 5
Animal Control – Reptiles 8
Wizardry – Gadgets 6
• Affliction “Time-Space Continuum Destabilization Ray”
• Interface “Nanotechnology Tethering Cloud”
Qualities
• Epithet – The Reptiliar Mastermind!
• Catchphrase – “The age of reptiles is upon you!”
• Motivation – To bring about the extinction of humankind…
Challenges:
• Weakness – susceptible to cold
• Believes himself to be superior to any and all mammals
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When the Gaj’Ianian Seedling ships began their genetic experiment on earth
during the Cretaceous Period a group of the Xyhidrion’s servitor race took some
samples of the native fauna of earth during this period and began experimenting
with them on their secret underground base in Europa, the sixth moon of Jupiter.
When the Gaj’Ianian were driven from the solar system by the Otherworlders, the
godling armies did not discover the base in Europa, and the Gaj’Ianian
experiments continued unrestricted. The genetically manipulated descendants of
the dinosaurs of earth eventually became a new sentient race, the Reptiliars. The
Reptiliars in turn served their creators for centuries.
Rehuzzarr was a special Reptiliar, the result of a lengthy experiment by the
Gaj’Ianian to create a champion that could face the Otherworlders, but Rehuzzarr
had other plans. He led a revolt against the Gaj’Ianian, who in turn destroyed the
Reptiliar population in Europa.
Rehuzzarr survived and in his defeat he concocted a new plan, he would return to
the birthplace of his people and reclaim his birthright. As the last survivor of his
people he came to earth to destroy the human race and make reptiles the true
rulers of earth as it should have been. He believes the experiments by the
Gaj’Ianian altered the natural evolution of earth and is convinced his people
would have evolved naturally on Earth.
His attempts at genetically manipulating reptiles, mass extermination and
repeated attempts at taking over Earth have brought him into direct conflict with
many superheroes; to them he has become known as Dr. Rex the Reptiliar
Mastermind!
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